CANDIDATE COMMITMENT
US REPRESENTATIVE
Distribution to All Declared Candidates Only - Notice(s) Applies

1. I will not serve more than _____ terms.
2. I will propose, support and vote to repeal the recent national health care bill.
I will oppose and vote against any funding for it until it is repealed.
3. I will oppose and vote against any tax increases. I will propose, support and
vote for all tax cuts, continuation of all tax decreases, and to significantly
simplify the tax code.
4. I will propose, support, and vote for legislation that requires all government
spending into one federal budget.
5. I will not propose, request, or accept any earmark; and, I will oppose and vote
against any bill that includes or authorizes earmarks or the like.
6. I will only propose, support and vote to approve a budget that includes all
government spending; and, when the budget spending total is in balance with
and does not exceed the sum of all actual federal tax receipts for the prior fiscal
year; and, the budget total is not based on estimates nor projections of past or
future receipts.
7. I will propose, support and vote for a full audit of the Federal Reserve.
8. I will never propose, support or vote to bailout any private or public entity.
9. I will propose, support and vote to affirm all existing immigration laws, direct
enforcement at all levels of government, and oppose any form of amnesty.
10. I will respect and be accessible to all of my constituents.
11. I will only propose, support, and vote for legislation that applies to all US
Citizens. No single individual, group, or organization will be given preference by,
exempted, or excluded from the universal application of any legislation. I will
propose, and vote for priority legislation to review all existing legislation that
might include such preferences or exemptions in order to initiate immediate
legislation to eliminate and correct those unconstitutional statutes.
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